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Hollow Knight's common theme details (spoiler free, please) the best way to complete the game? I have now defeated Monomon and Lurien, have 1200 essences with Dream Nail and have received all spells except Howling Wraiths.What would be the best way to go about getting endings to be? (I still actually complete
the game though), but I'm looking to get 100% completion and end up with 112%. The last edited knifeplay is hot; 5 January, 2019 No 3:21pm Note: This is only to be used to send spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, brawls, or rude) messages. Below is a list of all the endings that can be reached in Hollow
Knight. After any ending, downloading the save file again will bring Knight back to the bench, which was last rested on, while recording vanquished bosses in Hunter magazine. Aside from that, the save file will be in a state that was before the final Bosses were defeated. This means that the final bosses will be alive again
and may struggle to get another end. If Empty Heart was purchased before the end of the game, it is no longer possible to unlock the first end of that save file. For Godmaster endings, giving a delicate flower to Godseeker will make a normal Void Embrace ending inaccessible. However, there is no reason to reach the
first ending other than to compare the differences, since both give the same achievement. Ending 1: Hollow Knight Requirements Not Acquiring The Void Heart By Winning Hollow Knight After Defeat, Hollow Knight dies and Knight absorbs the infection into himself. Knight is then sealed inside the black egg and the game
ends. Also opens the style of the infected menu. Hollow Knight - Hollow Knight Ending Achievement S Hollow Knight Defeat Hollow Knight and Become Ship Ending 2: Sealed Brothers and Sisters Demands Receiving The Void Heart Winning Hollow Knight Near the End of the Fight, Hornet will swoop and fracture the
Hollow Knight shell with its needle before restraining them and giving Knight the opening. If Knight strikes the boss enough times until they are restrained or Knight takes too long to use Dream Nail on The Hollow Knight, they break free, knock the Hornet unconscious, and the fight continues. This evokes an ending
where, in addition to the events of the first ending, the Hornet is also sealed inside, the shape of her head appears on the door (similar to how the Masks of dreamers appeared before). Also opens the style of the infected menu. Hollow Knight - The Sealed Siblings Ending Achievement S Sealed Brothers and Sisters
Defeat Hollow Knight with Hornet on Your Side Ending 3: Dream No More Requirements Receiving Empty Heart Winning Shining while the Hornet has the Hollow Knight pinned down if a woke Dream Nail is used on them, Knight will be transported in mind by Hollow Knight to defy the radiance. At the end of this fight,
returns as a shadow that rips apart Radians' face, allowing Knight to pounce on her until she is eventually drawn into the Void and banished. Once the Shining is defeated, the Infection is cleared and the Black Egg disappears from the temple. The Hornet wakes up to find the knight's shell broken in half in the center of
the crater in the room, implying the knight has either died or returned to the Void. The scene changes to a shot from the abyss where the siblings can be seen sinking into the ground, finally putting to rest from the end of Radians. Also opens the style of the Menu Void. Hollow Knight - Dream No More Ending
Achievement S Dream No More Defeat Shining and Consume Light Godmaster Content Ending 4: Embraces of The Void Requirements Beating All Pantheons Winning Absolute Shining Knight first must unlock the Hallownest Pantheon by conquering all the pantheons in front of it. After the fight across the Pantheon
Knight met with the final boss: Absolute Radians. After the defeat of The Absolute Radians, the Knight's shell disintegrates, and their shadow falls into the bubbling mass of emptiness below. Shortly after the screen flashes and suddenly the Void Essence appears in place of the knight. After strangers open the face of
Absolute Radians, Void Entity then goes to hell and rips at her until she eventually explodes into Essence. After that the void starts raining from the sky inside Godhome and Godseeker is seen looking in shock as the inky substance flows from behind the clouds. Void Entity suddenly shoots down to the main atrium of
Godhome and on its passage a few emptiness tentacles reach out and wrap Godseeker leaving her fate undecided. The scene then cuts to Godseeker's physical body back in the unwanted pit leaking the void as her body begins to pulsate and seep even more black matter. Soon after, the black tentacles burst out of her
body and begin to attack. The scene shifts again to the Temple of the Black Egg, where the Hornet looks at the shrivelled vines of The Infection. The figure of dragging chains suddenly comes out, leading the Hornet to ready her guard. This figure, although not specified, is considered the Hollow Knight, now free from
their obligation to contain the Shining. Hollow Knight - Embraces of the Void (without a flower) ending Achievement (S) Embraces the Void Ascension of the Mounteone Hallownest and take its place at its peak Godmaster Content Ending 5: Gentle Flower Requirements Beating All Pantheons Beating Absolute Shining by
giving away the delicate flower godseeker Events that play up just as hug emptiness. However, just as the tentacles of the Void begin to break out of the Godseeker drop the Void of the Earth on a delicate flower that is carried by a dying bug. In a brilliant white flash, Godseeker and Void disappear leaving only a flower on
the ground with a black bleach on one of its petals. The scene that just like with Embrace The Void. It ends with the Hornet in the Temple of the Black Egg. Hollow Knight - Embrace the Void (with a flower) ending Achievement (S) Embraces the Void Ascension of the Ascension Of the Pantheon Hallownest and take its
place at its peak After any other ending, if the search for Mr. Mushroom has been completed by listening to him in all areas in a certain order, cutscene will play after the main cutscene image of Mr. Mushroom flies into the sky. The ending ends with a screen displayed by To Be Continued. Hollow Knight - Passing Age
Ending Achievement S Passing Age Aid Herald in transition to other achievement Completing Achievement 100% Completion of the game and finish the game Speed Completion Achievement 100% completion of the game and finish the game in the under 20 hours of Speedrun 1 Completing game in the age of 10 hours
Speedrun 2 Completion of the game in the age of 5 hours Steel Soul finish the game in Steel Soul Steel Spirit Achieve 100% completion mode and finish the game in the mode of Soul Pure Pure Reach The game ends and Trivia Team Cherry ends, saying that all endings are equally canonical and that there is no true
end. Links to reddit AMA response on which ending is more canonical. So I'm looking for a guide that tells me how to get endings without telling what's going on in this ending. I don't want it to be spoiled, but I don't know how to get it. Does anyone have a link to a guide like this? Page 2 of the 14 commentary games with
multiple endings often end up making people quite inquisitive of all the endings that the game has and Hollow Knight is no different. There are a total of 3 endings in the game and this Hollow Knight Ending Guide will tell you about all of them. Our Hollow Knight Ending Guide will tell you all about the endings. Not just
what they are, but also how you can experience these endings for yourself in a step-by-step way. Hollow Knight Ending there are 3 different endings in the game. They are classified as such: the first ending to date is the easiest to achieve; however, this is not the penultimate end. Also, there is a good end and a bad end
that depends on the actions you do while in the game. That's not all though, there's also a scene that pops up after you're done with the game and you watch all the credits. We'll go through all 3 endings as well as this scene that you can get when the end of the game. Let's look at each of the endings individually to see
how they differ and how to unlock all of them. The simplest end of this ending is the easiest to achieve and probably what most players get to experience when they are near the end of the game. In order to reach this ending, all you have to do is kill all 3 dreamers and then go to the Black Egg Temple. Here you will come
face to face with Hollow Knight, who will be the main boss of the battle. only you manage to defeat The Hollow Knight, you you new Knight Hollow and take his place. This begins a new cycle that repeats itself. The false ending of this ending is the evil end of the game. This ending is achieved as soon as you kill all 3
Dreamers and then get the charm that is known as the Void of the Heart. After that, go to the Temple of the Black Egg to find the Hornet and fight the Hollow Knight. In this finale, the Hornet will hold up The Knight Hollow. Don't use your Dream Nail to enter his dreams and continue your regular attacks. After you have
defeated the Hollow Knight, you become a new knight and the Hornet is sealed from you. This ending completes the Hollow Knight cycle, but allows the infection to completely take over. True Ending It looks like the last end, once you defeat all the Dreamers and collect the Empty Heart, you will fight the Hollow Knight.
The Hornet ties it up this time and you use Dream Nail to unleash the glow that starts the 3 round boss battle. Once you have defeated the Shining, the infection disappears and the Hollow Knight cycle ends. Post-credit scene This scene opens the Passage of the Age of Achievement. If you have the charm of Spore
Shroom, you can talk to Mr. Mushroom at 7 different locations in Hollow Knight. After that, the defeat of the game and the scene after the credits shows Mr. Mushroom flying overhead and to be continued the screen appears. That's all for this Hollow Knight Ending Guide. Let us know your favorite end using the comments
section below! Below!
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